High-Impact Contributors from
Patina Help You Succeed

Patina Solutions partnered with Centare to create a webbased mentoring application to pair mentees with Patina’s
experienced mentors.

Patina Solutions has been helping organizations get more done
and accelerate success since 2008. Patina’s professionals are
industry veterans with 25+ years of operational experience who
deliver specialized expertise targeted to their clients’ unique needs
and circumstances. Patina enables companies to get results
utilizing only the resources they need, when they need them.

Benefits


Owned by Patina Solutions and not a
third party

 Includes Patina’s custom matching
algorithm

 Clean look and feel



Mobile responsive

 Easy access to detailed reports

 Admin oversight of matches

The Project
Patina Solutions currently manages a mentoring application that allows
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their clients the ability to match mentors with potential mentees by
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creating profiles and allowing mentees the ability to find a mentor that
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matches the criteria they are searching for. Patina looked to Centare
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for improvements to the workflow. A Centare product development



team partnered with Patina Solutions to identify key improvements to
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Mentees and mentors can access Mentor Bank on any device.
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Integrated with LinkedIn for Authentication
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the functionality and features that were important to their mentoring
services. The results within the application, Mentor Bank, improved
the user experience by making the profile setup intuitive, the mentor
matching process efficient and the design for the website modern.

Mobile Responsive

Easy access to the application using LinkedIn authentication.

“From conceptualizations
to realization, Centare’s
focus was to translate
our vision to a software
solution while continually
bringing ideas and
suggestions to the table to
ensure the project was on
time and within budget.
I was truly impressed by
the quality of the team we
had working for us.”
Mike Harris
President & CEO — Patina Solutions

Let’s Partner Together
Reach out to us to find out more about who we are, what we do,
or how Centare and your organization can partner together.
Send us an email at hello@centare.com.

